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Abstract 
Aizawa, K. and A. Nakamura, Graph grammars with path-controlled embedding, Theoretical 
Computer Science 88 (1991) 151-170. 
In this paper we define graph grammars, called the node-replacement graph grammars with 
path-controlled embedding (nPCE grammars), which use a sequence of edges instead of a single edge 
to embed a newly replaced graph into the host graph. Then we show that there exists a class of nPCE 
grammars generating a class of graph languages which is equal to the class of context-free array 
languages under some stipulations. It means that the path-controlled embedding brings no signific- 
ant contexts into the production rules. Then, we characterize the above-mentioned class of nPCE 
grammars by making use of the partial path group. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, many models for graph grammars have been proposed as a kind of 
hyperdimensional generating systems [l, 2,3,9]. The basic primitive in a graph 
grammar is a directed (nondirected) graph which is a set of labelled vertices and 
labelled edges. Thus, most of the graph grammars have some kind of “embedding” 
rules as well as “production” rules to embed the newly replaced graph into its host 
graph. On the other hand, many models for two-dimensional (2D) formal grammars 
have also been proposed. These grammars generate 2D patterns embedded in 2D 
arrays. Generally, in these formal grammars, to preserve topological relations between 
points in generated arrays, a restriction called isometric is imposed in each production 
rule. 
One of the reasons why the above-mentioned generating systems were proposed is 
to generalize the (one-dimensional or string) formal grammars to 2D or more complex 
structures. However, little is known about the relationships between graph grammars 
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and 2D formal grammars. It is obvious that the graph grammars with no restrictions 
are more powerful than or incomparable with the 2D formal grammars since there 
exist many graphs which cannot be embedded in any 2D structures. Thus, in order to 
investigate such relationships, the graph grammars are restricted such that they can 
generate planar graphs only. In the 2D formal grammars, the “array” is used as an 
implicit structure of the generated patterns (i.e. 2D words). Even if restricted to planar 
graphs, almost all structures can, however, be formed in the graph grammars by 
making use of various “embedding” rules. Therefore, it is necessary to restrict the 
array grammars within the graphs having the 2D array structure. It has been shown in 
[6], however, that such a restriction may bring sufficient generative power as an 
isometric array grammar into a graph grammar having production rules of the 
context-free style. 
In this paper, we define graph grammars, called node-replacement graph grammars 
with path-controlled embedding (nPCE grammars), which use a sequence of edges 
instead of a single edge to embed a newly replaced graph into the host graph. Then we 
show that there exists a class of nPCE grammars generating aclass of graph languages 
which is equal to the class of context-free array languages under certain stipulation. It 
means that the path-controlled embedding brings no significant contexts into the 
production rules. Then, we characterize the above-mentioned class of nPCE gram- 
mars by making use of the partial path group first introduced in [8]. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the theories of 2D grammars and graph 
grammars (see e.g. [7] and [S]). The following notations are used in the rest of this 
paper. 
(1) Let X and Y be sets. By 2’ we denote the set of subsets of X and by X \ Y we 
denote the set (x I XEX, x4 Y>. If X is finite, then #X denotes the cardinality of X. 
(2) Let X, Y, 2 be sets, let f be a mapping from X into Y and let g be a mapping 
from Y into 2. By g of we denote the composition off and g (first f; then g). 
(3) A graph is a system H = (V, E, Cv, C,, &, 4E), where V is a finite nonempty set 
called the set of nodes, E is a set of pairs of two elements from V called the set ofedges, 
Zv is a finite nonempty set called the set of node labels, ZE is a finite nonempty set 
called the set of edge labels, & is a mapping from I/ into CV called the node-labelling 
function, and 4E is a mapping from E into C, called the edge-labelling function. H is 
called a graph over (C,, C,). Throughout this paper, V(H) and E(H) denote the set of 
nodes and the set of edges of H, respectively. 
(4) Let H = (V, E, Cv, CE, c#+, 4E) be a graph and (x, y), an edge of H. We say that the 
edge (x,y) is incident with the nodes x and y, and the nodes x, y are neighbors. 
(5) Let H =( V, E, Cv, CE, c#+, I$~) be a graph and let x be a node of H. Then the 
degree ofx, denoted as deg(x), is the number of edges incident with x. 
(6) Let A=(V,E,CV,CE,4y,4E) and B=(l/‘,E’,Cv,,CE,,~V,,~E,) be graphs. A is 
a subgraph ofB if I”2 I’, E’n{(x,y)Ix,y~V}zE, C,.zZ,, Z’,,zC,, r&,(x)=(by(x) 
for VXG I’, and 4&(x, y)) = @E((~, y)) for V(x, y)eE. In this case we call A the subgraph 
spanned by V in B. By B-A we denote the subgraph spanned by V’ \ V in B. 
(7) Let A =(V, E, &, CE, d+, &) and B =(V’, E’, &, CE, &, 4~) over (C,, C,). An 
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isomorphism from A into B is a bijective mapping h from V into V’ such that &, h = c#+ 
and E’=((h(x), h(y))((x,y)EEj. We say that A is isomorphic to B. 
(8) A graph A = (V, E, C,, CE, c#+, &) is complete if E= {(x, y) I x, ye V}. 
(9) A graph A = (V, E, Zv, ZE, I$+, 4E) is discrete if E = @ 
(10) A graph A =(V, E, &, CE, 4+, &) is connected if for every x, y in V, there exists 
a sequence x1, x2, . . . , x,ofnodesin Vsuchthatx,=x,x,=yandfor l<iQn-l,xiis 
a neighbour of xi+ 1. 
2. Basic definitions 
In this section, we define a kind of graph grammars called nPCE graph grammars 
and their languages. They use sequences of edges to embed replaced graphs into the 
host graph. 
Definition 2.1. For any given graph H, its node P, and a string rc= (cl c2 . . . ci} of its 
edge labels, Prc is realizable on H if and only if there exists a set of nodes {PO, PI, . . . , Pi > 
such that PO = P and Pj is the unique neighbor of Pj- 1 joined by an edge labelled with 
Cj (1 <j< i). 
Definition 2.2. A node-replacement graph grammar with path-controlled embedding, 
denoted as nPCE grammar, is a construct 
G = CC,, I,, P, Z, A,, AE), 
where 
l C, is a finite nonempty set of node labels, 
l C, is a finite nonempty set of edge labels, 
l AN is a finite nonempty subset of C,, called terminal-node labels, 
l A, is a finite nonempty subset of C,, called terminal-edge labels, 
l P is a finite set of productions of the form (a, /3,$), where a is a node, 
p=( V, E, Z,, CE, &, CJ~~) is a connected graph and x is a mapping from C,+ into 
2(‘(BJxr~); cc/ is called the embedding function and 
l Z is a connected graph over (C,, C,) called the axiom. 
A direct derivation step in a nPCE grammar is performed as follows. Let 
H = (V, E, Cv, CE, c#+, @E) be a graph. Let p = (a, /I, $) be a production in P. Let /I’ be 
isomorphic to p (with h an isomorphism from /3’ into /I), where p’ and H-u have no 
common nodes. Then the result of the application of p to H (by using h) is obtained by 
first removing a from H, then replacing a with /Y and, finally, adding edges (u, v) 
between every nodes u in /I’ and every node v in H-a such that there exists a path 
pEdom($) with u=uz in H. The production p is applicable to the graph H if the 
following conditions hold. 
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(1) If a has at least one neighbor in H, then there exists at least one realizable path 
rc, and 
(2) if a node u of H-a is adjacent to the node a in H, then v must be adjacent to 
a node of /3’. 
Note here that the embedding function $ brings no context into the generation 
procedure of an nPCE grammar since no node labels are referred in any place of 
embedding steps except the one of the newly replaced graph. Formally the notion of 
a direct derivation step is defined as follows. 
Definition 2.3. Let G = (C,, Cs, P, Z, AN, AE) be an nPCE grammar and let H, H’ be 
graphs over (C,, C,). 
(1) H directly derives H’ in G, denoted as H ao H’, if there exists a production 
p = (a, /I, II/) in P, a graph fl’ with V( fl’)n V(H - a) = 9 and an isomorphism h from /I’ 
into /l such that H' is isomorphic to the graph X constructed as follows. 
X=(V,E,&,CE,$V,&), 
where 
l I/= V(H-u)uV(P'), 
l E={(x,y)lx,y~UH-u) and (x,ykE(H)} 
u{ (x, y) 1 XE V(V), ye V(H - a), there exists a path pEdom(y) 
with y=urc and (h(x),e)~y(p) for some e in C,}, 
l 4” is equal to the node-labelling function of H for nodes in V(H -a), and to the 
node-labelling function of /I’ for nodes in V(fl’), 
l 4E is equal to the edge-labelling function of H for edges between the nodes of H, 
and to the edge-labelling function of /I’ for nodes in V(/I’), 
We also say that H' is derived from H by replacing a using the production p. 
(2) We will denote the reflexive and the transitive closure of =c by *$ and the 
transitive closure of =>G by *z. 
(3) The language of G, denoted as L(G), is defined by L(G) = {H 1 H is a graph over 
(C,, C,) and Z a.$ H). 
At the end of this section we present an example of the derivations of nPCE 
grammars. 
Example 2.4. The application of the production in Fig. 1 (a) to the graph in Fig. 1 (b) 
results in the graph in Fig. l(c). 
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ly (h)=(l,h) 
ly (v)=(l,v) 
UI (vh)=(Z,v) 
h 
?-@ ” 
(b) 
Fig. 1. An example of derivations of nPCE grammar. 
3. nPCE grammars having the 2D array structure 
In this section we characterize a class of nPCE grammars which generate the set of 
all 2D rectangular grids by making use of partial path groups. Then, we prove that 
there exists a class of nPCE grammar generating aclass of graphs which is regarded as 
the class of context-free array languages under some stipulations. 
At first, we stipulate two different ways to regard an array as a graph. 
Stipulation 3.1. (1) A symbol in an array is regarded as a label of the corresponding 
node of a graph. 
(2) A horizontal connection of two points is regarded as an edge labelled with h or 
h’. These two labels appear alternatively along a row. 
(3) A vertical connection of two points is regarded as an edge labelled with v or u’. 
These two labels appear alternatively along a column. 
Example 3.2. An array in Fig. 2(a) is regarded as a graph in Fig. 2(b) in the sense of 
Stipulation 3.1. 
Let L be a set of arrays. Let L’ be a set of graphs such that for each element a of L’ 
there exists one and only one element of L which is regarded as the graph a in the 
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D 
ABC 
EFG 
H 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 2. An array (a) is regarded as a graph (b) in the sense of Stipulation 1. 
sense of Stipulation 3.1. Then we use a notation L= L’ to represent the above 
relation. 
Stipulation 3.3. An array is regarded as a graph which takes the square pattern such 
that if all nodes labelled with # s are ignored, the array is regarded as the graph in the 
sense of Stipulation 3.1. As in the case of Stipulation 3.1, we will use a notation L=2 L’. 
Now we show that nPCE grammars can generate the set of all rectangular grids 
which is generated by an NCE grammar with context-sensitive type rules in [3]. 
Lemma 3.4. There exists an nPCE grammar G which generates the set of all “rectangu- 
lar grids” of the form represented in Fig. 3. 
Proof. Let G = (C,, ZE, P, 2, AN, dE) be an nPCE grammar, where 
l EN = (&,nmzq lnig{0,1,2,X} for ldi64)u{a}, 
l CE={h,h’,u,u’}, 
. dN={a), 
0 LIE=CE, 
Z is the four-node graph represented in Fig. 4, and P consists of the rules represented 
in Appendix A. Then we show that the language of G is the set of all rectangular grids 
whose nodes are labelled with a, whose horizontal edges are labelled with h or h’ 
alternatingly, and whose vertical edges are labelled with u or u’ alternatingly. 
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Fig. “3. An example of rectangular grids. 
At first, we show that each element of L(G) is a subgraph of the infinite graph Hi 
represented in Fig. 5. Since we exclude here “one-dimensional” graphs from the set of 
rectangular grids, the smallest rectangular grid has at least four nodes (i.e. 2 x 2) and is 
isomorphic to the graph Z. Obviously, it is an element of L(G) and a partial graph of 
Hi. Then, we assume that each element of L(G) having n or less nodes is a partial 
graph of Hi. Let w, be an element of L(G) having n nodes. It is easy to see that each 
node of w, has been rewritten by the rules of Type 2 at some steps of the derivation 
process, then rewritten by the Type 3 rule, and no rewriting rules are applied to the 
node after that. The rules of Type 2 and 3 neither add new nodes nor alter adjacency. 
Furthermore, as mentioned before, nPCE grammars have no contexts around node 
labels. Thus, the order of applications of rules of Type 2 and 3 can be altered freely 
without causing any change on L(G). Therefore, any graph w,,~ such that it is same as 
w, except only one node p labelled with A,,,, instead of a can be generated in some 
derivation process of G. Consider the following derivation steps: 
Fig. 4. The starting graph 2. 
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I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
Fig. 5. Infinite graph Hi. 
(1) Type 1 rule is applied to p to get a graph w,+ 1, with n + 1 nodes. 
(2) Then, rules of Type 2 and 3 are applied to any nodes of w,+r, labelled with 
A X.xXx-~ 
Denote the resulting graph (if any) as w,+ 1. Note that if w,+ 1 is generated, it is an 
element of L(G). At step (l), let r be the edge label of the newly replaced graph. If node 
p has no neighbor connected with an edge labelled with r, it is easy to see w,+ 1 is 
a partial graph of Hi. Otherwise, there exist two nodes in w,+r, such that they are 
connected with two edges with same label, i.e. r. Since there are no realizable paths 
between such nodes, the rules of Type 2 cannot be applied to these nodes. Thus, by the 
induction of n each element of L(G) is a partial graph of Hi. 
Here we show that the elements of L(G) are even subgraphs of Hi. Assume that 
there exists an element w of L(G) having two nodes p1 and pi which are neighbors in 
Hi but not in w. Without loss of generality, we can assume that p1 has a neighbor 
pZ which has a neighbor p3 adjacent to pi (if not, pr must have a neighbor q1 and its 
partner 4;; see Fig. 6(a)-6(b)). Since, as shown in Fig. 7, the rules of Type 2 require the 
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I I I _-- 
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I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
‘4 
I 6) 
Fig. 6. Two nodes which are neighbors in Hi but not in W. 
circular path around pl, p2, p3, pi for successful rewrite to terminal-node labels by the 
Type 3 rule, such w cannot be an element of L(G). 
Then we show that the elements of L(G) are all rectangular. Assume that there 
exists an element w of L(G) which is not rectangular. Since w is a subgraph of Hi, 
w must have a portion represented in Fig. 8. By arguments imilar to those used earlier 
w cannot be an element of L(G). From these facts, elements of L(G) are rectangular 
grids. Conversely, we will show that each rectangular grid is an element of L(G). 
Obviously, the smallest rectangular grid is an element of L(G). Assume here that each 
rectangular grid having a size of m x n or less is an element of L(G). Let w be an m x n 
rectangular grid. Since as mentioned earlier, the order of applications of the rules of 
Type 2 and 3 can be altered freely, the graph w, represented in Fig. 9 can be generated 
by G. Figure 10 shows an example of the derivation steps of G generating (m+ 1) x n 
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(b) 
Fig. 7. Paths which are necessary for neighbors. 
/ 
p1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
Fig. 8. A part of a nonrectangular grid. 
rectangular grid from m x n rectangular grid wp (note that m x (n+ 1) or 
(m + 1) x (n + 1) rectangular grids can be generated in a similar way). Thus, we get the 
lemma. 
Using Lemma 3.4 we show that there exists a subclass of nPCE grammars. 
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16 j) & a a a -_-_ 4 a 
Fig. 9. m x n rectangular grid with only one node labelled with A 
Lemma 3.5. For every CFAG T there exists an nPCE grammar G such that L(G) =2 L(T). 
Proof. Let T=(C,A,#,P,S) and P={p,,pz ,... ,p,,}. Without loss of generality, we 
can assume that T has the normal form, i.e. the right-hand side of each production rule 
has at most two nonterminal symbols or one terminal symbol. Then, we construct the 
following nPCE grammar: 
G = <czv> ZE, &‘,, Z, A,, AE), 
where C,=CuA’u{#}, C,={h,h’, v,v’}, A,=Au{#}, AE=CE, @ is defined in 
Appendix B, and Z is a graph having only one node labelled with S. Here we have that 
A’= {xn,n,njn, (xGA, nie(O> 1,2,x) for l<i64). 
The following outline of generation steps of G will be useful in order to understand 
this lemma. 
(1) Starting with the graph Z, G stimulates the derivation of T by using the 
production rules of Type 1. In general, each single step of T corresponds to the single 
step of G. For each node labelled with a symbol from C, G replace the node with 
a graph by applying a production rule of Type 1. Then, the newly replaced graph is 
embedded by making use of the attached embedding function. If there is sufficient 
space to embed such a replaced graph, then each node of embedded graph is 
connected with appropriate nodes of host graph by the edges labelled with the 
symbols from AE. If not, the nodes of the embedded graph form at least one adjacent 
relation connected with two or more edges having the same label. The nodes having 
such adjacency cannot be replaced by any nodes labelled with the elements of AN. 
Note that at this point such embedding ensures only local connection of the embed- 
ded graph. This procedure is repeated to simulate the generating steps of T. 
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I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
(Q-J-&----& 
&-&&-----dJ-&xxx a a 
m+l 
4 b 
j) (&----&(iJ a 
Fig. 10. An example of the derivation steps for (m + 1) x n rectangular grid. 
. 
(2) At any step of the above procedure, G can create the nodes labelled with #, the 
blank symbol of T, to form a rectangular grid using the rules of Type 2. At the same 
time, G can reform the local connections ignored by the rules of Type 1 by making use 
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of the rules of Type 3. In these steps, the embedding procedures are similar to those of 
the production rules of Type 1. 
(3) Finally, G must ensure the global connections of the generated graph. To do 
this, G uses the production rules of Type 4 and 5. For every node labelled with the 
symbols from A’, these production rules ensure that each node and its eight neighbors 
(some may be omitted) form a rectangular grid by using almost the same method as 
for the nPCE grammar in Lemma 3.4. 
4. nPCE grammars with partial path groups 
In the previous section, we have shown that the class of nPCE grammars contains 
the class of context-free array grammars. To describe the nPCE grammars generating 
context-free array languages, however, we need somewhat clumsy production rules 
especially in path descriptions. In this section we discuss nPCE grammars using 
partial path groups to describe paths in the embedding functions. The partial path 
groups seem to be useful tools to introduce some structures into graph grammars. 
We review here the definitions of the partial path groups. For more precise 
definitions of the partial path groups see [4] and [8]. 
Definition 4.1. Let H be a connected graph of degree d, i.e. no more than d edges 
emanate from any node. By an edge coloring of H we mean an assignment of colors to 
the edges of H such that all the edges emanating from any given node have different 
colors. 
Definition 4.2. Let p be a node of a graph H and let n be a string of colors. Then, pn is 
defined as the terminal node of the path defined by n starting from p, provided that 
this path is realizable. For convenience let us define a fictitious “blank” color 
representing “no move”. It is obvious that the structure defined above resembles 
a group structure called “partial group”. From now on we shall refer to this partial 
group as the partial path group of H defined by given coloring and denote it by D(H). 
Note that the partial path groups can be defined on a graph generated by a graph 
grammar by regarding the edge labels of the generated graph to the colors mentioned 
in the above definitions. 
Definition 4.3. A partial path group Z7(H) is called near-abelian if each color except 
blank color commutes with all but one of the other colors and does not commute with 
the remaining one. 
It is shown in [S] that the near-abelian partial path groups with four colors 
correspond to a subgraph of a 2D array. We define nPCE grammars using embedding 
functions with near-abelian partial path groups to describe paths. 
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Definition 4.4. An nPCE grammar with near-abelian partial path groups, denoted as 
nPCEn grammar, is a construct 
where CN, CE, 2, AN, AE are same as in the definition of nPCE grammars. P is a finite 
set of productions of the form (a, fi, $n), where a, p are same as in the definition of 
nPCE grammars. Ii/n is a mapping from C,+ into 2 (‘(8) “E); Ii/n is called the embedding 
function with near-abelian partial path groups. For a path 71, $n(n) implies the shortest 
realizable path equivalent to x under near-abelian partial path groups instead of 
71 itself. 
In the construction of the productions of the nPCE grammar in Lemma 3.5 we 
can use $n instead of the embedding function $. In this case, arbitrarily long paths can 
be used to embed the newly replaced graphs. Thus, nPCE grammars can ensure 
the global correctness of connections at any time. So, it is no longer necessary that 
the generated graphs have rectangular form. Therefore, we get the next lemma 
immediately. 
Lemma 4.5. For any given context-free array language G, there exists a nPCEn 
grammar G’ such that L(G) = 1 L(G’). 
Lemma 4.6. There exists a subclass of PCEn grammars such thatfor every element G of 
the class, there exists an equivalent context-free array grammar G’ under Stipulation 3.1. 
Proof. Define a subclass Q of PCEn grammars as the set of all PCEn grammars 
having embedding function with four color-free near-abelian partial path groups and 
production rules of forms represented in Appendix C. Then, from the definition of 
PCEn grammars, it is not so difficult to see that 5 (CFAG) 2 Q. 
Note here that PCEn grammar G’ of Lemma 4.5 is also an element of Q of 
Lemma 4.6. Now we can combine our results to state the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. There exists a subclass of nPCEn grammars which is equal to the class of 
20 context-free array grammars under Stipulation 3.1. 
In this theorem, if it is required to use the paths having only fixed finite length, then 
it is necessary to use clumsy production rules discussed in the proof of Lemma 1. In 
this case, Stipulation 3.3 must be used instead of Stipulation 3.1. 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have introduced a node-replacement graph grammars called nPCE 
grammars which use paths of edges to embed the replaced graph. We have shown that 
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there exists a class of nPCE grammars which is equal to the class of two-dimensional 
context-free array grammars. Such class of nPCE grammars can be characterized by 
the free near-abelian partial path groups. 
In [8] and [4], some relationships between the partial path groups and the 
two-dimensional patterns are discussed. So it is not difficult to construct and charac- 
terize nPCE grammars generating various two-dimensional patterns such as the 
triangular array, hexagonal array and so on. 
Appendix A. 
Type 1: 
( @Lx2 @Lx+ @Lx, bw’)=(l,r’), W=(l,s), 
Type 2: 
W’)=U,s’L $ W = C&s), 
$(s’r)=(2,s’), $(srr’s)=(2,r’), 
$(s’rrs’)=(2,r’), 
for every pair r=h, r’=h’, s=v, s=v’ 
or r=h, r’=h’, s=v’, s=v 
or r=h’, r’=h, s=v’, s=v 
or r=h’, r’=h, s=v, s=v’ 
or r=v, r’=v’, s=h, s=h’ 
or r=v, r’=v’, s=h’, s=h 
or r=v’, r’=v, s=h’, s=h 
or r=v’, r’=v, s=h, s=h’). 
(A xn*n3n43 A2n,n,n,, W)=U,v)> 
W’)=U, v’) 
(A xn2n3x9 A~nzn,o, $W=U,4, 
$(v’)=U,u’), 
(Axxnxn4, Alon,n,, $(4=(1,4, 
$W=(l, v’), 
(A Iil,Il,O~ A2n,n30, Cw=Q, 4 
$w=u>u’), 
(A 10n,n,> A20n,n,, $W=U,v), 
ti(v’)=(l, v’) 
(A n,xn,n,* A n,2n3n43 II/(h 
ti(v’)=(l,v’), 
$W=U,h’L 
$(hvhvvhvv’hv’v’hv’)=(l, h)), 
Nh’)=(l,h’), 
$(hvv)=(l,h)), 
$(h’)=(l,h’), 
ti(hv’v’)=(l,h)), 
$(h’)=(l,h’), 
t+b(hvhuuhv) = (1, h)), 
+(h’)=(l, h’), 
Il/(hv’hv’v’hv’)=(l, h)), 
$(h’)=(l,h’), 
$(vh’vh’h’vh’hvhhvh)=(l,v)), 
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(A kl,XX”d,T An,lon4> vW)=(L~), 
Jfw)=(l,~‘), 
(A xxnJn4~ Ao~nln,r W)=(L4 
W’)=(L 0, 
(A 420n4, n, lOn,3 W)=(LN, 
w’)=(L~‘), 
(Aoln,n,, A02n,n4, W)=(l,W, 
W’)=U, 0, 
(A n,n~xn4’ A n,n,2n,, Il/W=(L 4, 
W’)=(l,G 
(A n,n,xx, 4,n,10> +W=(Lu), 
4W)=U, 0, 
(A n,xxnq~ An,oln,, IclW = (L4, 
W’)=U,u’), 
(A ll,tl,lO> An,n,20, $($=U, 4, 
W’)=(l, u’), 
(A 402n,, tl,0h15 t&)=(L 4 
9W=(L4, 
(A n,nznjx, A fl,fl,fl,2? Il/W=U, 4, 
II/m=u,4, 
(A .xn,nsxt Aon,n, 1, Hu)=(l,u), 
w)=(l> 4 
(A n,n,xx9 A n,n,Ol9 W)=U, u), 
W)=(l,h), 
(Aon,n,l> Ao,,,,I, rcI(u)=(l,u), 
bw)=(l,W, 
(A nJn,Ol? An,n,02, W)=(L4 
Jfw=u,w, 
Type 3: 
( @Ln3n4> @, W)=(Lh) if n, =2, 
$(4=(1,4 if n2 = 2, 
$(h’)=(l,h’) if n3=2, 
$(u’)=(l,u’) if n4=2). 
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Type I: For every production rule A # -+BC (ROT) of P 
(@, @+, W’)=U,r’), W=(L4, 
$W=U,s’), $(sr)=(Zs), 
+(s’r) = (2, s’), II/(srr’s) = (2, r’), 
$(s’rrs’) = (2, r’), 
for every pair r = h, r’ = h’, s = v, s = v’ 
or r=h, r’=h’, s=v’, s=v 
or r=h’, r’=h, s=v’, s=v 
or r=h’, r’=h, s=v, s=d 
or r=v, r’=v’, s=h, s=h’ 
or r=v, r’=v’, s=h’, s=h 
or r=v’, rr=v, s=h’, s=h 
or r = v’, r’ = v, s = h, s = h’), 
For every production rule A-w of P 
(@ 9 @xx, J/(h)=(Lh), W)=(Lv), 
$(h’)=(l,h’), Il/W=(Lv’)). 
Type 2: For every symbol A in CN 
(@, @-!49, bW’)=(Lr’), W=U,s), 
4w’)=(Ls’), II/(sr) = (2, 4, 
$(s’r) = (2, s’), $(srr’s) = (2, r’), 
$(s’rrs’) = (2, r’), 
for every pair r = h, r’ = h’, s = v, s = v’ 
or r=h, r’=h’, s=v’, s=v 
or r=h’, r’=h, s=v’, s=v 
or r=h’, r’=h, s=v, s=v’ 
or r=v, r’=v’, s=h, s=h’ 
or r=v, r’=v’, s=h’, s=h 
or r=v’, r’=v, s=h’, s=h 
or r=v’, r’=v, s=h, s=h’), 
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Type 3: For every symbol A in I: 
(@, @, rif(h)=(Ah), W)=(A u), 
$@)=(I, h’), $(v’)=(l, d)). 
Type 4: For every symbol An,n2n3n, i  A’ 
$W=(Lh’h 
I) (huhuuhuu’hu’ u’ flu’) = (1, II)), 
wJ’)=(LU, 
ww=(l,w, 
4w’)=(~,W, 
Wu’u’)=(Lh)), 
W’)=(LW, 
~(huhuuhu)=(l,h)), 
W’)=(Lh’), 
Il/(hu’hv’u’hu’)=(l, h)), 
W’)=(L 0 
~(uh’uh’h’uh’huhhuh)=(l,v)), 
$(U=(L 0% 
!tww=(~, u)), 
W’)=(l, h’), 
Wh’h’)=(L a, 
tiW)=(LW, 
~(uhuhhuh)=(l,u)), 
tw)=(L ff)l 
t,@h’vh’h’vh’)=(l, v)), 
W)=(L~), 
~(h’uh’uuh’uu’h’u’u’h’u’)=(l, h’)), 
W)==(LN 
IC/(h’vv)=(I, hyj, 
W’)=(L u, 
Il/(h’u’u’)=(l,h’)), 
W)=(l, h), 
lj(h’uh’uuh’u)=(l, /I’)), 
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(A 402n,, lZ,Olfl,~ W>=Ur4, 
W’)=U, 0, 
(A rI,il*“,X> A n,n*n,23 WfJ=(l, 4, 
W4=U3~), 
(A xn~n3x7 Aon,nj 1, W)=(L 4 
$W=u,4 
(A tIlll~XX> &,,,oI, W)=U,4 
cl/(h)=& 4 
(Aon,n,l> Aon,n,~, $(4=(Lu), 
W)=U, 4, 
(Anjn.,a~, 4~1402, W)=(L 4 
ti(h)=(l, 4, 
$(h)=(L 4 
~(h’u’h’o’u’h’u’)=(l,h’)), 
W’)=(L h’), 
tj(u’hu’hhu’hh’u’h’h’u’h’)=(l, u’)), 
$(h’)=(Lh’), 
$(u’h’h’)=(l,u’)), 
$(h’)=(l,h’), 
rl/(v’hh)=(L u’)), 
$(h’)=(l,h’), 
Jl(v’h’u’h’h’u’h’)=(l,v’)), 
Nh’)=(l, h’), 
rl/(u’hu’hhu’h)=(l, II’)). 
Type 5: For every symbol Anln,n,n, in A 
( QLw @, +(h)=(l,h) if n,=2, 
@(u)=(l,u) if nz=2, 
@(h’)=(l,h’) if n3=2, 
$(u’)=(l,u’) if rt,=2) 
Appendix C 
(@> @-!+, Il/n(r’)=U,r’), $n(s) =(L s>, 
cl/nW=(Ls’), 9nw = GA4 
cC/n(s’r) = (2, s’), $in(srr’s) = (2, r’), 
if r = h, then I’ = h’, s = v, s = u’ 
if r=h’, then r’=h, s=v’, s=v 
if r=v, then r’=v’, s=h, s=h’ 
if r=u’, then r’=v, s=h’, s=h), 
where A, B, CEZ,\ AN, 
(@> @, $n(h)=U,h), $n(v)=(L 4, 
tinW)=(Lh’L Il/n(u’)=(l,u’)), 
where AEC,\ A, and aed,. 
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